
Avoid problems and save time and money with these quick tips for 
when you’re next designing and specifying a brochure or catalogue.

Brochures & 
Catalogues

WEBMART’S QUICK TIPS

Page count

Finished size
Presses in the UK are designed to deal 
primarily with printing A4 and A5 sizes, 
so these are the most common and cost-
effective options:

 A4: 297mm x 210mm
 A5: 210mm x 148mm

Paper types
Paper is available in different quality types. 
The below list shows a range starting from 
the highest quality (heavier, thicker, whiter) 
down to the lowest quality (lighter, thinner 
and less white):

 Woodfree
 Near woodfree
 Machine coated
 Light weight coated
 Super calendered
 Improved newsprint
 Standard newsprint

You can choose matt, 
gloss or silk finishes, with some uncoated 
options on woodfree and newsprint
paper types.

Paper weights
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GET MAXIMUM VALUE AND MINIMUM STRESS FROM YOUR PRINT MARKETING BUDGET -

WE’LL CONSULT ON, PROCURE AND PROJECT MANAGE YOUR PRINTED COMMUNICATIONS
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Cover Finishing
Adding a finish to the cover of your project will help to 
communicate prestige and quality, improve longevity and 
increase impact. Common cover finishes include:

 Sealer varnish: Adds a slight texture and comes in 
matt, gloss or silk options.

 Overall UV varnish: Adds a layer of either matt, gloss 
or silk texture across the whole cover.

 Spot gloss UV varnish: Adds a high-gloss shine to 
specific areas of the cover and is often used to highlight 
images or logos and add tactility.

 Lamination:  Adds a thick, protective layer of either 
gloss, matt or silk plastic, which gives the cover a more 
rigid feel and increased longevity.

There are many other options available – tell us what 
you’re trying to achieve and we’ll provide ideas.

Colours
Normally, four inks (cyan, magenta, yellow and black) are combined together to produce a good 
range of colours on a printed item.

Special pre-mixed inks, known as Pantone colours, are sometimes needed for colour accuracy or 
impact (e.g. an exact shade may be specified by a brand’s guidelines or to maximise impact).

In addition, metallic inks (including gold and silver) are available. The more colours you require, 
and the addition of any special or metallic inks, will increase the printing cost.

Binding
The two most common 
binding types are:

 Saddle stitched: two 
wire staples applied into
the spine.

 Perfect bound: glue 
applied along the spine.

If your print project is 
over a certain thickness 
(typically anything 
more than 100 pages 
at 80gsm), then perfect 
bound will last longer 
and look better.
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